Discrepancies Between the Modeled and Observed Surface
Water Ice Crystallinity of Europa’s Leading Hemisphere
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Thermal Relaxation

Particle Bombardment

❄ Amorphous water ice relaxes into a crystalline
structure (Figure 1) over timescales inversely
proportional to the temperature of the ice
❄ For inactive objects with surface temperatures
> 〜75 K over the age of the Solar System, water
ice should be in the
Figure 2: Blue curve: time to onset
crystalline form (Figure 2) of crystallization. Red curve: time

❄ However, charged particle bombardment
from a gas giant’s magnetic field (Figure 3)
can cause disruption of the crystalline
structure [6, and references therein]
❄ This produces an amorphous structure in
the water ice at a rate dependent on the
ion flux of bombardment [1,3]

Figure 1: Schematic arrangements of
water ice molecules as amorphous
(left) and crystalline (right).

to 100% crystallization [6].

Cryovolcanic Processes
❄ Additionally, active plumes could coat
localized regions of the surface with
vapor-deposited amorphous water ice
❄ Diapirs and other forms of cryovolcanic
activity (Figure 4) could help raise the
temperature of the ice, aiding thermal
relaxation into the crystalline structure
Figure 4: Cryovolcanism at Europa’s surface.

Figure 3: Radiation
environment of
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❄ Europa’s surface (<〜100 Myr [7,13]):
○ Subsurface liquid water ocean influences surface directly:
diapirs, plumes, etc.
○ Particle radiation from Jupiter’s magnetic field

❄ The crystallinity percentage (or fraction of crystalline water
ice compared to amorphous water ice) is a balance between:
○ Thermal relaxation of amorphous → crystalline
○ Conversion of crystalline → amorphous due to charged particle
bombardment from Jupiter’s magnetic field
○ Vapor-deposition of amorphous water ice as plume material
(increase amorphous fraction)
○ And any additional ongoing cryovolcanic activity such as
diapirs that could convert amorphous → crystalline

❄ Goal: Identify whether the crystallinity we observe from
ground-based spectra differs significantly from the
crystallinity we expect to see based on temperature
modeling and radiation flux, and why they may differ.

Modeling with

Ground-Based and Laboratory Spectra
❄ Step 1: Data acquisition (Figure 5)
○ Disk-averaged, NIR reflectance, ground-based observations of Europa’s leading
hemisphere with TripleSpec [12] on the Apache Point Observatory ARC 3.5m
○ NIR transmission spectra from laboratory experiments of pure water ice at
T = 18 - 140 K (Ice Spectroscopy Lab [ISL] at JPL and Mastrapa et al. [2008] [5])
❄ Step 2: Band area ratios (Figure 6)
○ Crystalline and amorphous water ice are spectrally distinct in the NIR [e.g., 5,6]
○ Integrate band areas of 1.5 and 1.65 μm bands, where the relative strength
of these two bands is an indicator for crystallinity percentage [6, and references therein]
❄ Step 3: Calculate crystallinity
○ Perform linear unmixing of band area ratios by
Figure 6: Integrated band areas for the
unmixing the ground-based spectra from both
1.5 and 1.65 μm bands for the spectra in
sets of the laboratory spectra
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❄ Adaptation of a 1D thermophysical model [10]
❄ Spatially variable thermal inertia, emissivity, and albedo values as derived in Trumbo et al. (2018) [11]
❄ Results from four locations throughout Europa’s orbit around the Sun were averaged to simulate a full
Europan year
❄ Crystalline “ages” (time elapsed since surface ice thermally relaxed into 100% crystalline; Figure 8) of the
surface at each gridpoint were used as the radiation exposure time
❄ Hemisphere-averaged crystallinity computed by implementing cosine weights and gridpoint size weights
❄ Step 1: Generate simulated surface temperature cycles (Figure 7) at
3° lat/lon spatial resolution

Figure 5. Colors match those in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Telescopic disk-averaged spectrum
of Europa’s leading hemisphere compared to
laboratory spectra of pure water ice from the
ISL at JPL and Mastrapa et al. (2008) [5].

100% crystalline

❄ Step 2: Calculate crystallinity from the
amorphous fraction methodology [1,2,3]
○ Accounts for thermal relaxation
(amorphous → crystalline; Figure 8)
and disruption from charged particle
bombardment
(crystalline → amorphous; Eqn. 1;
Table 1)
(Eqn. 1)

Figure 7: Surface temperature as a function of
latitude and phase of a Europan day for orbital
parameters corresponding to those of Europa
on 11 May 2018 during our ground-based
observations.
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Discussion and Future Work
Method

Case
Telescope vs. ISL at JPL

Ground-based / laboratory
Telescope vs. Mastrapa et al.
results
(2008) [5]

ICICLE modeling results

Crystallinity [%]
48.7 ± 6.0
47.5 ± 11.3

Fill *TI/em no-data regions with
longitudinal average (Figure 9)

85.2 ± 11.0

Fill *TI/em no data regions with
*TI+10%, *em-10% of above values

86.0 ± 10.9

Fill TI/em no data regions with
*TI-10%, *em+10% of above values
* TI = thermal inertia; em = emissivity

84.5 ± 10.8

Thought experiments to be pursued as 0th-order
calculations:
❄ If we simulate depositing amorphous water ice
plume material, what would happen to the
full-disk crystallinity if the plume were:
○ At the equator, 30° lat, 60° lat?
○ 25 km, 50 km, 500 km across?
○ Deposited today, 1 year ago, 5 years ago?
○ Diffusely deposited, densely deposited?
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(Figure 8; y-axis)

Figure 8: Time to 100% crystallization of
water ice [4,6] due to thermal relaxation
with average daily surface temperatures
overlayed.

Figure 9:
ICICLE-generated
crystallinities of
the leading
hemisphere of
Europa.
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❄ Modeled and observed crystallinities disagree
○ Assumptions & uncertainties in the two crystallinity calculations?
■ Discrepancies between observed reflectance data and laboratory transmission data?
■ Currently using constant value for irradiation flux?
○ And/or Indicative of the presence of cryovolcanic processes, such as vapor-deposited
plume material, or active sputtering?
Decreases avg. crystallinity by 0.45 %

Decreases avg. crystallinity by 1.02 %
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